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seem to be going well, then, with our new

Doctor. Yes, they do – and it’s also been hard
to keep up with the relentless confirmation of

this fact. We get four images now, which
reinforces the sense of this being a Time

Lord, both in terms of his unexpected and his
recalled appearance; the series is really

beginning to look like a classic Doctor Who
story. He’s no longer, as he also says in this

image, “a great scientist” but “a man of
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science”. There’s more here than the simple
echo of the early series. All of which leads to

the other, even more welcome, surprise:
Skaro, Dalek City. A quick reminder of what

Dalek City looks like: This is Dalek City, which
Doctor Who has visited so frequently that it’s

become a generic term for any of the
Deathworlds in Doctor Who. Doctor Who has
visited Dalek City a few times, most recently

in 2006’s Asylum of the Daleks and in a
Cyberman-inhabited version of it in this

year’s Asylum of the Daleks – and it has been
briefly mentioned in other stories. But it’s
been visited very rarely by the Doctor. We

know that he’s been there because we know
that he’s visited all kinds of other worlds in
that time, most of which are planets and
satellites. It’s not too much of a stretch to

imagine that Dalek City isn’t so much a world
as an installation, and that’s the sort of place

you would expect it to be. But that doesn’t
explain the presence of that familiar metal
globe, which was particularly noticeable in

this image because it is so unlike the
reflective, holographic globe that has usually

appeared on such planets
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One.For a signature appearance at Chelsea
FC’s Capital One Cup tie against Nottingham

Forest, a new part of the trophy has been
created to celebrate the game’s 130th

anniversary. The Centenary Cup Final was
held at Stamford Bridge last Saturday to
mark the occasion, with Chelsea FC and

Nottingham Forest renewing acquaintances
after the two clubs contested the inaugural
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final in 1887. But the new trophy is not a
replica of the original; it features a distinctly

modern design, with the iconic Stamford
Bridge to one side of the base. Drawing

inspiration from Chelsea FC’s Queen’s Club
colours, the ornamentation around the edge

of the silver and gold cup features a blue
background with the traditional red and blue

Chelsea FC logo. Fittingly, three coats of arms
appear at the centre of the tie, and a

miniature version is printed on the base. As
the last professional football club in London,
Chelsea FC’s history dates back to 1885, and
is steeped in the history of the most famous
football league in the world. Since reforming

in 2006, the club has won seven major
domestic honours – two FA Cups, three

League Cups, two 6d1f23a050
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